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Cold rain and wind at Doodlebug

Oil patch activity in 2000:
•

High gas prices, markets
expand
Companies renew their
interest in Mackenzie
Delta / Beaufort Sea gas
Oil prices $25-$30, but
allure of high techs
weakens equity markets
for oil stocks
Major oilsands projects
announced by Shell,
Suncor, CNRL and
others

•
•

•

2000 Highlights:
•
•
•

•

Y2K computer issues –
no problems, surprise,
surprise!
World Petroleum
Congress Held in
Calgary
6 year old Cuban
refugee Elian Gonzales
stirs major Cuban
debate in the USA
“I Love You”
computer virus infects
system worldwide

Inclement weather failed to
dampen the enthusiasm of
golfers at the 2000
Doodlebug Tournament. Icy
cold rain, driven by a nasty
wind, resulted in Friday
round of match play limited
to 9 holes. Resourceful
Doodlebuggers sought refuge
in the basement snack bar of
the Springs Clubhouse, and
consumed copious amounts
of coffee and Baileys, and
putting the event’s budget to
the test in the process.
Meanwhile, the Guest
Tournament consisted of only
lunch, drinks and prizes, to
the disappointment of many,
and the delight of some.
A full 18 holes of medal play
was held on Saturday, but
again the weather was far
from pleasant, starting with a
bone chilling frost delay, and
ending with a cold, wind
driven finish.
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Chairman:
Past-Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
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2000 Doodlebug
Chairman
Brock Hassell

Brock Hassell
Gordon Dyck
Tom Podivinsky
Steve Fuller
Milt Tetzlaff
Housing/Registration: Paul McKay
Oliver Kuhn
Sponsorship/Prizes: Mike Wolowich
Daryl Robbins
Golf Committee:
Rick Ofner
Sandy Jenkins
Entertainment Committee:
James Dobson
Bruce Gawalko
Guest Tournament: Lisa Ofner
Kandace McArthur
Ladies’ Convenor:
Evelyn Hassell

While we’ve never actually seen
Brock Hassell running down the
beach, with his, uhhh….., pecs
bouncing, the resemblance
between him and David
Hasselhoff is truly remarkable.
Both exhibit a certain Teutonic
studliness, and this was a quality
that helped Brock make the 2000
Doodlebug a very excellent event.

